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Planetary rovers increasingly rely on vision‐based components for autonomous
navigation and mapping. Developing and testing these components requires re-
presentative optical conditions, which can be achieved by either field testing at
planetary analog sites on Earth or using prerecorded data sets from such locations.
However, the availability of representative data is scarce and field testing in pla-
netary analog sites requires a substantial financial investment and logistical over-
head, and it entails the risk of damaging complex robotic systems. To address these
issues, we use our compact human‐portable DLR Sensor Unit for Planetary Ex-
ploration Rovers (SUPER) in the Moroccan desert to show resource‐efficient field
testing and make the resulting Morocco‐Acquired data set of Mars‐Analog eX-
ploration (MADMAX) publicly accessible. The data set consists of 36 different na-
vigation experiments, captured at eight Mars analog sites of widely varying
environmental conditions. Its longest trajectory covers 1.5 km and the combined
trajectory length is 9.2 km. The data set contains time‐stamped recordings from
monochrome stereo cameras, a color camera, omnidirectional cameras in stereo
configuration, and from an inertial measurement unit. Additionally, we provide the
ground truth in position and orientation together with the associated uncertainties,
obtained by a real‐time kinematic‐based algorithm that fuses the global navigation
satellite system data of two body antennas. Finally, we run two state‐of‐the‐art
navigation algorithms, ORB‐SLAM2 and VINS‐mono, on our data to evaluate their
accuracy and to provide a baseline, which can be used as a performance reference of
accuracy and robustness for other navigation algorithms. The data set can be
accessed at https://rmc.dlr.de/morocco2018.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Planetary surfaces are mostly explored by mobile robotic platforms,
because these environments are difficult and expensive to reach for
humans and exhibit hazardous environmental conditions. Owing to
the interrupted and high‐latency communication, as well as the lack
of prior knowledge about the environment, such mobile robotic
platforms have to operate autonomously to some extent.
The quality of autonomous decision‐making by a mobile robot de-
pends heavily on the navigation and mapping software solutions, as
precise localization capabilities are crucial for experiments to be com-
pleted successfully. The navigation and mapping solutions increasingly
rely on vision‐based components, as camera systems are commonly used
in space missions since they are robust in harsh environments and space‐
qualified systems already exist. Extraterrestrial vision‐based robot navi-
gation needs to be able to operate under optical conditions that differ
greatly from most locations on Earth. While a software simulation can
bootstrap initial phases of component development and testing, to satisfy
the robustness requirements it must usually be tested against inputs with
representative optical conditions. The maturity and usability of such
navigation solutions therefore depends on the availability of the sensor
input representative of the targeted planetary environment for devel-
opment and testing. These data are typically obtained on Earth in pla-
netary analog locations with optical features similar to the targeted
extraterrestrial bodies.
However, planetary analog sites on Earth are generally remote
locations (see Preston et al., 2012, for an overview) that are difficult
to access. Bringing a robotic system to such areas for onsite testing
usually results in costly logistics, comes with high demand in op-
erations personnel, and involves the risk of damaging the robotic
system. Offsite testing using previously recorded data sets is a more
cost‐efficient approach, but suffers from the scarcity of data sets
available for this purpose. Furthermore, data sets allow software
components to be run repeatedly to improve algorithms and test
them more efficiently. Algorithms can also be compared with each
other with respect to the accuracy, robustness, and computational
performance.
This paper addresses the onsite and offsite testing of vision‐
based navigation solutions in planetary analog scenarios by con-
sidering three aspects:
• We discuss the use of hand‐held sensor devices that resemble the
sensor setup of a planetary rover as a cost‐efficient, low‐risk al-
ternative to onsite field testing. For this, we present the human‐
portable Sensor Unit for Planetary Exploration Rovers (SUPER) of
the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and its application in the
2018 Mars‐analog field test in the Moroccan desert.
• During this field test, we recorded the Morocco‐Acquired Data set
of Mars‐Analog eXploration (MADMAX). It is a comprehensive
collection of visual inertial navigation data representative of a
Mars‐roving scenario, containing 36 trajectories with a combined
length of 9.2 km. We describe the data set in detail and make it
publicly available.
• We use MADMAX with two state‐of‐the‐art navigation
algorithms, ORB‐SLAM2 (Mur‐Artal & Tardós, 2017) and
VINS‐Mono (Qin et al., 2018), to evaluate their algorithmic
performance and to evaluate the challenges of the data set. We
show that the hand‐held MADMAX can be considered
representative for planetary rover navigation by comparing the
navigation results in terms of accuracy with results obtained from a
planetary rover prototype. Additionally, we use the results to
provide a navigation baseline for our Mars‐analog scenario that can
be used by other navigation algorithms as a performance reference
for accuracy and robustness.
1.1 | Hand‐held field testing
Testing of planetary rovers and their navigation algorithms can be per-
formed with increasing complexity levels. Tests in laboratory environ-
ments and in artificially created outdoor testbeds are a good initial way
to validate navigation and mapping solutions. A multitude of rover na-
vigation solutions have been tested in such scenarios, for example,
• ExoMars Test Rover (ExoTeR) is used to test localization and
mapping components both in an indoor laboratory environment
and in an outdoor test‐facility of the European Space Agency
(Hidalgo‐Carrió et al., 2018).
• Rovers Minnie and Mana are used outdoors on artificially created
terrain that resembles the features of Mars (Post et al., 2018).
For a state‐of‐the‐art validation of planetary rovers in general,
and especially for navigation solutions, field tests in analog en-
vironments become necessary. These analog environments are
usually remote regions like deserts or volcanoes that resemble the
environments of different celestial bodies, typically the Moon or
Mars. A detailed list of analog sites on Earth is provided by Preston
et al. (2012). In the past, many different planetary rover prototypes
were placed in such environments for system testing or testing of the
full rover mission including scientific operations. The list of such
endeavors known to us comprises:
• The long‐distance rover traverses in the Atacama Desert in Chile,
pioneered by Wettergreen et al. (1999) and Wettergreen et al.
(2005) with teleoperation and partial autonomy for the rovers
Nomad and Zoë, respectively. And more recently, the long‐range
autonomous exploration tests by the Seeker rover (Woods et al.,
2014) in the same area.
• Tests for the ExoMars rover mission, such as the SAFER field test
(Gunes‐Lasnet et al., 2014) in the Atacama Desert and the ExoFit
rover tests (Motaghian et al., 2019) in southern Spain.
• The MARS2013 mission in Morocco, where full Mars‐analog op-
erations were tested, including scientists in the field, commu-
nication infrastructure, and rovers (Groemer et al., 2014).
• The Utah field trials in the United States testing the SherpaTT
rover and Coyote III robot, with a the focus on multirobot systems
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and teleoperation (Sonsalla et al., 2017) and locomotion cap-
abilities (Cordes et al., 2018).
• The Mojave Desert field test in the United States (Bakambu et al.,
2012) with a focus on evaluating navigation algorithms in a Mars‐
analog environment, specifically considering the visual motion
estimation and inertial measurement unit (IMU) enhanced wheel
odometry.
• A field test in the Teide Volcano National Park on the island of
Tenerife, Spain, the results of which are used, among others, by
Geromichalos et al. (2020) to validate a Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM) solution.
• Visual odometry with omnidirectional cameras is evaluated with
data from a field test in the Atacama Desert by Corke
et al. (2004).
• Our ROBEX demo mission on top of the volcano Etna in Italy
focusing on a full modular Moon‐analog mission (Wedler et al.,
2017), done by the DLR in 2017.
All these tests campaigns were either a full rover mission, or even a
full scientific mission scenario. Generally, planetary rovers are highly in-
tegrated mechatronic systems, which makes field testing complex,
something we experienced ourselves during the ROBEX demo mission
(Wedler et al., 2017). The complexity is due to the multitude of com-
ponents used, which require the presence of many specialists and
equipment at the test site. This results in costly logistics and high man-
power requirements. Furthermore, many of these endeavors are used to
test various system components of the rover, allocating only limited time
for navigation tests and possibly running the risk of technical failures that
may delay or endanger the field test.
Our paper's first contribution is to address the complexity of field
tests by providing a simplified hand‐held rover navigation platform that
focuses solely on the visual inertial navigation systems (VINS) compo-
nents of a planetary rover. This is achieved by our SUPER hand‐held
device, which resembles a planetary rover in terms of sensors but leaves
out all other components, such as locomotion, scientific instruments, and
representative communication concepts. As SUPER is not a full planetary
rover prototype like the LRU, the representativeness for a rover op-
erations scenario on a celestial body can be questioned. However, our
analysis in Section 6.3 suggests that the hand‐held approach is re-
presentative for navigation. We therefore consider this approach as the
optimal trade‐off between costs and representativeness. A similar ap-
proach is taken by Furgale et al. (2012), where a pushcart platform
equipped with stereo cameras, a sun sensor, and inclinometers is used for
a combined Mars and Moon‐analog navigation experiment on Devon
Island, in the Arctic North of Canada.
We use SUPER in a Mars‐analog site and perform navigation
experiments to show that this kind of sensor unit allows for
resource‐efficient field testing thanks to three factors: its small size,
the use of key hardware components only, and the fact that only two
persons are needed to operate the device. In our case, the Mars‐
analog site is located in the north‐western region of the Sahara
Desert, close to the city of Erfoud in the Drâa‐Tafilalet region of
Morocco, as shown in Figure 2.
1.2 | Related field test data sets
Only a few publicly available vision‐based navigation and mapping data
sets exists, which specifically target planetary robotics. One is the Kat-
wijk Beach Planetary Rover Data set (Hewitt et al., 2018), where a pla-
netary rover prototype performs several long‐range traverses on a beach
using stereo cameras and Lidar. Another is the resulting data set from the
previously mentioned experiments on Devon Island, where the pushcart
platform was used to record a long trajectory of 10 km (Furgale et al.,
2012). We recorded two long range navigation runs on the outskirts of
the volcano Etna during the ROBEX campaign, using a lightweight pla-
netary exploration rover prototype that used stereo vision, IMU data,
and wheel odometry for navigation (Vayugundla et al., 2018). Lamarre
et al. (2020) present recordings from a Mars‐analog outdoor laboratory
run by the Canadian Space Agency that include data for visual inertial
and omnidirectional camera‐based navigation. They also consider energy‐
budget‐aware navigation by providing solar irradiation data. Lacroix et al.
(2019) present navigation data recorded by several cameras, fiber optic
gyro, IMU, and Lidar from the two rovers Minnie and Mana. These were
obtained in the Moroccan desert—in the same region as MADMAX. Fi-
nally, the Planetary Data System (NASA, 2019) from NASA makes it
possible to access data directly obtained from current and past Mars
missions.
As we deployed SUPER in the Moroccan desert, we use it to
record a comprehensive visual inertial navigation data set, which
constitutes the second contribution of this paper. The small size and
mobility of SUPER allows it to cover several different locations with
varying terrains and record a variety of trajectories in a short time. In
addition, we use the mobility of SUPER to record data in sites that
are not yet accessible for the current generation of wheeled plane-
tary rovers, owing to the harsh terrain. In total, we collect data from
36 experiments at eight different locations in three general areas,
each with an individual geological character. The recorded sensor
input consists of a monochrome stereo camera pair, a RGB color
camera, two omnidirectional cameras mounted in a vertical stereo
setup, and an IMU. We also compute the ground truth pose from a
Real‐time kinematic (RTK) Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
with two antennas mounted on SUPER, which allows us to obtain a
ground truth not only in the position but also in the orientation.
MADMAX lies in line with the Etna data set (Vayugundla et al.,
2018) as we used closely related systems with similar sensors and an
identical software infrastructure in both cases. With these two data
sets, it becomes possible to evaluate VINS algorithms in Moon‐ and
Mars‐analog scenarios at the same time, without having to adapt to a
different system setup.
The Morocco data from Lacroix et al. (2019) combined with
MADMAX allow to evaluate vision based navigation algorithms in
similar environments—sometimes even in the same location—on very
different systems. One of the main differences is the use of a longer
stereo baseline for their cameras (270mm vs. our 90mm) that makes
it possible to consider more distant features for navigation, whereas
our configuration focuses on nearby scenery and local mapping.
Lacroix et al. (2019) additionally records Lidar data, whereas SUPER
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provides omnidirectional stereo images as secondary sensor data.
The wheeled platforms of Minnie and Mana provide a rover‐like
movement of the system. We exploit the higher mobility of SUPER to
access rougher terrain to collect data. These data become relevant
for next‐generation planetary rovers with improved locomotion
capabilities. Lacroix et al. (2019) provide data where trajectories
were traversed several times by the rovers; we instead cover more
trajectories of varied character in each location. We provide both a
five and a six degrees of freedom (DoF) ground truth compared to
the three DoF ground truth that is normally included in planetary
navigation data sets. Finally, along with our data set we include an
evaluation using two state‐of‐the‐art navigation algorithms.
The three mentioned data sets therefore allow the development
and evaluation of robust navigation algorithms that are able to
perform independently of system architecture or environment.
1.3 | Navigation algorithm performance reference
We use MADMAX with two state‐of‐the‐art SLAM‐based navigation
algorithms, the visual odometry algorithm ORB‐SLAM2 (Mur‐Artal &
Tardós, 2017), and the visual inertial odometry algorithm
VINS‐Mono (Qin et al., 2018) to evaluate their performance in a
Mars‐analog scenario as the final contribution of our paper. The
variety of MADMAX enables us to test the navigation solutions for
optimal scenarios but also challenging corner cases.
We compare the navigation accuracy of this hand‐held data set
to the results of navigation sequences from an additional SUPER
system, this time attached to a rover. This second sensor unit was
integrated with the planetary rover prototype illustrated in the
background of Figure 1, and was used to record several navigation
sequences. We apply identical evaluation methods in both cases to
study potential differences on the navigation performance. In the
end, this experiment allows us to emphasize that MADMAX can be
considered as representative for planetary rover navigation.
In addition, the results from the state of the art can be used as a
baseline for other navigation algorithms. Our approach is similar to
that of Antonini et al. (2020), however in our case targeted at pla-
netary robotics instead of indoor unmanned aerial vehicle operation.
To the best of our knowledge, no such evaluation and publicly
available state‐of‐the‐art performance reference for navigation is
available for planetary rover navigation yet.
1.4 | Outline
The article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the field
test scenario in the Moroccan desert, where we recorded MADMAX.
We present our sensor suite SUPER in Section 3, outline the system
specifications, provide details on the installed sensors, and describe
the reference frame definitions. We introduce the experiment setup
in Section 4 together with operational aspects of field testing, our
approach for dual‐antenna RTK GNSS ground truth computation, and
the sensor calibration. We present the resulting data set with its 36
trajectories in Section 5 and discuss the specific characteristics of the
different experiment locations and of the individual trajectories. We
provide a detailed overview of all sensor data that can be found in
the data set and how the different sensor readings can be related to
each other spatially and temporally. We also address challenges that
come up in MADMAX, such as influences from the extreme en-
vironment, complications that we faced during the testing, as well as
lessons learned from the operation. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss
the results of two state‐of‐the‐art navigation algorithms with
MADMAX and provide a performance analysis of them.
2 | SCENARIO OVERVIEW AND
LOCATION
SUPER is designed according to the specifications by the European Space
Robotics Technologies Research Cluster (SRC) program to test percep-
tion algorithms for planetary exploration. It is conceptualized in a
versatile way, such that it can be either carried by a human in the stand‐
alone fashion or integrated with a robotic system via mechanical, elec-
trical, and data interfaces. Two SUPER units were used in both config-
urations as shown in Figure 1. They were deployed in a 40‐week field
test in the Moroccan desert, close to the city of Erfoud, located in the
northern Sahara during November and December 2018. Many areas in
this region resemble an ideal Mars‐analog in terms of optical conditions
(Preston et al., 2012). The experiment site locations are marked in
Figure 2 and impressions from the sites are shown in Figures 1 and 3.
There, we utilized the first SUPER in a hand‐held approach to record
MADMAX. The second SUPER was used in the same area for the final
validation experiments of the SRC technology development roadmap
F IGURE 1 The two SUPER units in the Moroccan desert on the
Rissani 1 location: One unit is mounted on the SherpaTT rover
(Cordes et al., 2018) of the DFKI Robotics Innovation Center
(background) and the other is used as human‐carried device
(foreground). The data presented in this article were captured by the
hand‐held device [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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PERASPERA with the projects InFuse and Facilitators as a provider of
sensoric data for localization, environment mapping, environment re-
construction, and visual tracking (Post et al., 2018).1 For this purpose, it
was integrated with the SherpaTT rover (Cordes et al., 2018) as shown in
the background of Figure 1. This paper focuses on the field‐testing with
the hand‐held SUPER and publishes only the data from the hand‐held
experiments. For information on all other experiments, see Brinkmann
et al. (2019). Nevertheless, navigation data from the rover‐mounted
SUPER is used to show that MADMAX is representative for planetary
rover navigation, and the evaluation results are included here.
Additional vision‐based navigation data resulting from InFuse and
the Morocco Field Test is described in Lacroix et al. (2019), where the
rovers Minnie and Mana perform navigation experiments in several de-
sert areas around the city of Erfoud. As mentioned before, MADMAX,
the data set presented here, and the data set captured by Minnie and
Mana can be seen as complementary in nature.
The data presented in MADMAX is widely varied, as the small
size and mobility of SUPER allows it to access several different lo-
cations for experimentation in a relatively short time. The region
around Erfoud offers a rich variety of terrains: from flat to hilly, from
sandy and featureless through pebbly to rocky with features of
high saliency, from horizon landmarks being virtually nonexistent to
salient landmarks on the horizon, from easily traversable areas
to slopes nontraversable by locomotion systems of current planetary
robots—such as high‐inclination hillsides or sandy dune fields.
3 | SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The design of SUPER is inspired by the DLR mobile robotic systems,
lightweight rover unit (LRU), a four‐wheeled full‐body‐actuated pla-
netary rover prototype, and ARDEA, a microaerial vehicle (MAV).
F IGURE 2 Overview of the experiment locations. All experiments were performed in the vicinity of the city of Erfoud in the northern
Sahara region. Map of Morocco (left) by Eric Gaba, local map (right) by OpenStreetMap‐Contributors and OpenTopoMap, both distributed
under a CC BY‐SA 3.0 license [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
F IGURE 3 Impressions from the experiment locations: Kess Kess with the locations D (top left) and E (top right) andMaadid with locations F
(bottom left) and H (bottom right) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Both systems were developed for the scenario of planetary ex-
ploration, share the same software architecture with SUPER, and use
similar algorithms. See Schuster et al. (2019), for details on the LRU
system and Lutz et al. (2020) for a comprehensive description of
ARDEA.
The core sensor and processing components of SUPER are a
copy of the components used on LRU. LRU's navigation, locomotion,
and manipulation capabilities have been manifested in multiple
campaigns, including the SpaceBotCamp challenge in 2015 (Schuster
et al., 2019) and the ROBEX demo mission, a month‐long Moon‐
analog field test on Mt. Etna in Sicily in 2017 (Wedler et al., 2017).
While such competitions and field tests provide good opportu-
nities for system testing and data recording, they come at significant
organizational and logistics costs. To minimize costs while maximiz-
ing the scientific yield, the design of SUPER is focused solely on
planetary rover sensors. The result is a device almost identical to
LRU in perception, on‐board data processing, and power manage-
ment capabilities, but one that omits other aspects such as active
locomotion and manipulation. See Figure 4, for a detailed view.
As it was already mentioned, SUPER can be used in two sce-
narios as is shown in Figure 1: it can be either carried by a human or
mounted on a robotic platform and integrated with that robot. De-
pending on the scenario, SUPER is either powered by two batteries
with a capacity of 208Wh each and hot‐swap capabilities during
stand‐alone operations, or can be powered by a carrier robotic
platform. The batteries allow it to be operated for up to 5 h. It weighs
14 kg and has a core‐body size of 34 × 26 × 40 cm .2 Two on‐board
computers are integrated, both Kontron mITX‐KBL boards with
CoreTM i7‐7820EQ CPUs and one Xilinx Spartan‐6 LX75T FPGA for
depth image computation.
Optionally, two GNSS antennas can be mounted to the sides
with a wingspan of 1.28 m. We make use of the two antennas to
provide a five DoF ground truth that includes not only the position
but also roll and yaw information. Together with the antennas on the
body of SUPER, a base GNSS station is installed on each experiment
location to eliminate atmospheric delays, thus allowing precise po-
sitioning estimates. The computation of the ground truth is discussed
in Section 4.3.
SUPER is focused on the perception aspect of planetary robotic
applications. To keep the system simple, actuators were excluded
from the design. This design choice implies that SUPER does not
possess an active pan‐tilt unit to change the camera orientation. The
cameras point downwards at a fixed pitch of ∘28 relative to the body
of SUPER. The camera orientation can be actively guided by the
carrier— especially its heading angle—and is aligned with the or-
ientation of the carrier. The height of the sensors depends on the
height of the carrier and the adjustments made to the harness that is
used by the carrier. Generally, during our hand‐held experiments, the
stereo camera bench is located approximately 1.20m above the
ground.
Furthermore, the hand‐held approach implies the absence of
wheels, therefore no wheel odometry is available—a sensor input
typically present in planetary robotic platforms. The data from
SUPER is only targeted at VINS algorithms for navigation and map-
ping, which can be developed independently from the wheel odo-
metry or other sensor inputs. Wheel odometry is a challenging
scientific topic by itself and was omitted for this field test. Interested
readers can learn more about our investigation into this topic in
Bussmann et al. (2018), where slip of the LRU was investigated on a
Moon‐analog site.
3.1 | SUPER as stereo and VINS
An overview of the sensors of SUPER is given in Table 1. The pla-
cement of the sensors together with the relevant coordinate frames
is shown in Figure 4.
SUPER is equipped with an optical bench carrying three cameras
mounted in a row at the front of the device, with parallel optical axes.
The left and right cameras are monochrome and set apart at a 90mm
baseline. These constitute the stereo camera bench, which is our
primary navigation sensor. The color camera is mounted centrally
between them. Data from the color camera can be used as an ad-
ditional navigation source, or for finding landmarks and points of
F IGURE 4 The SUPER sensor setup with the most relevant
reference frames (color‐scheme: X—red, Y—green, and Z—blue). The
body frame (B), the IMU frame, the frames of the upwards (omni,U)
and downwards (omni,D) facing omnidirectional cameras, the
front‐facing left (cam,L), right (cam,R), color (cam,C) cameras, and the
left GNSS antenna (L) are shown. IMU, inertial measuring unit [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
1In the context of InFuse, SUPER is referred to as Hand‐held Central Rover Unit.
2SUPER's dimensions are the result of using identical components as the LRU. This is de-
sired for comparability between the systems, however contributes to a nonoptimal design in
terms of size and weight.
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interest. The three‐axis accelerations and angular velocities are
measured by a MEMS IMU.
The exposure mode for all cameras is set to automatic with a
target mean histogram level of the image at 40% brightness, which
results on average exposure times of 0.01–0.001 s for the stereo
camera pair and 0.02–0.005 s for the color camera. All cameras have
a horizontal field of view of ∘61 each. This field of view, together with
the stereo baseline of 90mm, allows for a stereo overlap starting at a
minimum distance of 75mm.
The processing pipeline for image acquisition, image rectifica-
tion, and depth image computation is identical to that of the LRU
(Schuster et al., 2019). We use the Semi‐Global Matching algorithm
(Hirschmüller, 2008) to compute the depth images online onboard.
This depth image stream is considered to be an intermediary data
product and is included in the MADMAX data set. Note that the
depth image computation is adjusted to the relevant working dis-
tance, that is, it considers a maximum disparity of 128 px, which
relates to a minimum depth of 60 cm.
3.2 | Omnidirectional navigation
The configuration of SUPER is easy to modify thanks to its design,
which provides mechanical, electrical, and data connections for
adding extra components. We use this advantage to include addi-
tional perception sensors in our experiments. Inspired by the wide
field of view from ARDEA (Lutz et al., 2020), we add a long‐baseline
omnidirectional camera stereo bench to the system. Omnidirectional
cameras are a promising addition or alternative to vision‐based na-
vigation for planetary exploration, thanks to their high field of view.
They are becoming popular for navigation and are considered in the
field of planetary robotics by, for example, Corke et al. (2004) and
Lamarre et al. (2020).
Our cameras have a field of view of ∘360 horizontally and ∘280
vertically and they are mounted as vertical stereo setup, in a coaxial
configuration with a baseline of 61 cm. They are oriented in such a
way that the upper camera has the optical axis pointing upwards and
the lower camera has its optical axis pointing downwards. Their
exposure mode is set to automatic with a target mean histogram
level of the image at 60% brightness for the upward‐facing camera,
and at 30% brightness for the downward‐facing camera. The differ-
ent target levels are set to compensate for the bright sky or the
shadows and terrain, respectively.
Impressions from the stereo setup of both cameras are shown in
Figure 5. We include the recorded data streams for this sensor pair
in MADMAX for all trajectories, together with the associated cali-
bration information.
Developing and testing omnidirectional navigation solutions on
SUPER was beyond the scope of the Morocco 2018 campaign and for
this publication. However, it is a promising field of research and will
form the subject of for future work. We hereby invite interested
readers to use this collection of data for the development of novel
navigation means for planetary robots.
There are multiple ways in which these omnidirectional cameras
can contribute to the overall navigation solution. First, the relatively
large baseline and a large overlap in the fields of view of both
cameras (illustrated in Figure 5) makes it possible to formulate an
omnidirectional stereo‐based visual odometry. Second, both cameras
TABLE 1 Main components of SUPER that were used for recording MADMAX
Sensor Name Specifications
Navigation cameras AlliedVision Mako G‐319 14 Hz, monochrome 1032 × 772 px images, rectified, auto exposure
RGB color camera AlliedVision Mako G‐319 4Hz, color 2064 × 1544 px images, rectified, auto exposure
Camera lenses RICOH FL‐HC0614‐2M 6mm, F/1.4
Omnicam cameras AlliedVision Mako G‐319 4–8Hz, monochrome 2064 × 1544 px images, auto exposure
Omnicam lens Entaniya 280 Fisheye 1.07mm, F/2.8, ∘ ∘280 × 360 field of view
IMU XSENS MTi‐10 100 Hz, three‐axis acceleration and three‐axis angular rates
GNSS receiver Piksi Multi GNSS SwiftNav 1 Hz, GNSS Data
GNSS antenna SwiftNav GPS500 Frequencies GPS L1/L2, GLONASS L1/L2 and BeiDou B1/B2/B3
Note: They are listed with detailed specifications and, if applicable, the sensor frequency.
Abbreviations: GNSS, global navigation satellite system; IMU, inertial measuring unit.
F IGURE 5 Omnidirectional stereo images from a plain
experiment site with a hill range in the background. The area without
stereo‐overlap (red) and exemplary feature correspondences (green)
between the two images are shown. The image area occupied by the
operator is blacked out [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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have the potential to see distant landmarks on the horizon and use
them for absolute orientational localization. Third, a Sun‐tracking
solution can be formulated for the upper camera for the absolute
orientation. Fourth, the lower camera can use the optical flow of
features on the ground for improved navigation. In addition, on a full
rover system, the lower camera can be used as a tool for visual
inspection of the locomotion system's health. These are a few sug-
gested uses of the omnidirectional stereo data for navigation and
hazard‐avoidance purposes.
3.3 | Reference frames
The relevant reference frames of SUPER are annotated in Figure 4
and are listed in Table 2. The resulting transformations between the
frames are included in the data set. The IMU data is referenced to
the IMU frame. The stereo cameras provide image data with respect
to the frames of the monochrome cameras cam,L and cam,R . The
color camera provides images with respect to cam,C . Depth images
are associated with the left camera frame cam,L . The omnidirec-
tional cameras are referenced to the frames omni,U and omni,D for
the upward and downward facing cameras, respectively.
The frame definitions associated with the GNSS ground truth are
illustrated in the two Figures 4 and 6a. The GNSS raw data describes
the position of the left and right GNSS antenna frames L and R
with respect to the world, that is, the topocentric frame T . Note
that GNSS data only provides positional information and no or-
ientation, however we define the corresponding GNSS frames for the
sake of completeness. Section 4.3 gives details regarding raw GNSS
data processing to calculate the ground truth of the SUPER pose,
that is, orientation and position of the central body frame B with
respect to the world frame T . This body frame is located above the
IMU frame, precisely in the middle of the two GNSS antennas and is
used as a central reference, also for the navigation algorithms in
Section 6.
The topocentric reference frame T for each experiment is
defined as the respective position of the GNSS base station. Finally,
B,start defines the starting point of each trajectory and denotes the
position of the body frame at time t0, with t0 being the starting time
of the respective experiment. All relevant transformations between
these reference frames are included in MADMAX for each
experiment.
4 | EXPERIMENT SETUP
In this section, we discuss our field experiment methodology. The
variability of conditions and the limited availability of equipment
complicate the data set acquisition during field tests significantly, as
opposed to well‐defined laboratory environments. To structure the
data acquisition process in such conditions and to facilitate follow‐up
data evaluation, we use predefined procedures for the experiment
and the ground truth during all experiments.
4.1 | Sensor calibration
Similar to our previous data sets recorded on Mt. Etna in 2017
(Vayugundla et al., 2018), we performed intrinsic and extrinsic cali-
bration of navigation cameras using the calibration toolbox DLR
CalDe and DLR CalLab (see Strobl & Hirzinger, 2006 and Strobl et al.,
2020, for the software) and IMU‐to‐cameras calibration as in Fleps
et al. (2011). Due to the added omnidirectional stereo bench, the
intrinsic and extrinsic calibration data sets are captured tying the
configuration of all five cameras tightly into one joint calibration
setup.
Intrinsic and extrinsic camera calibration is performed before
the first experiments. We record images of the DLR CalDe calibra-
tion pattern (Strobl & Hirzinger, 2011) using the stereo cameras, the
color camera, and two omnidirectional cameras. The derived camera
TABLE 2 List of frames used on
SUPER
Frame Description X‐axis Y‐axis Z‐axis
T Topocentric frame East North Up
B SUPER body frame Forward Left Up
B,start body frame at t0 Forward Left Up
L Left GNSS antenna Forward Left Up
R Right GNSS antenna Forward Left Up
IMU IMU frame Forward Left Up
cam,L Left stereo camera Image horizontal Image vertical Optical axis
cam,R Right stereo camera Image horizontal Image vertical Optical axis
cam,C Color camera Image horizontal Image vertical Optical axis
omni,U Omnicam up Image horizontal Image vertical Optical axis
omni,D Omnicam down Image horizontal Image vertical Optical axis
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parameters of the stereo system are consequently used for image
rectification and depth map computation during all Morocco ex-
periments. The raw images of the calibration are included in the data
set, together with the derived intrinsic and extrinsic camera para-
meters for all cameras.
4.2 | Experiment procedures
We apply predefined procedures to each experiment to ensure
consistency. We use a static platform as a base for SUPER, where we
start and finish each trajectory to ensure that SUPER is placed in the
same position and orientation both times. This allows for well‐
defined trajectory evaluation criteria and could also be used as loop
closures for SLAM.
The platform is leveled horizontally and oriented to the east
using a spirit level and a compass. This procedure provides a rough
initial alignment of the navigation results with the GNSS ground
truth and facilitates later processing of the data. The initial seconds
(between 8 and 42 s) of each data acquisition run are recorded in a
stand‐still configuration to obtain static sensor readings for sensor
bias evaluation.
At each location, neither the platform nor the GNSS base station
move. Therefore all runs from that location have common start and
end points in image and ground truth data. This allows for navigation
and mapping overlaps between the different trajectories.
4.3 | RTK GNSS ground truth
One crucial aspect for field tests is the ground truth. In laboratory
setups, the ground truth is usually obtained by high‐precision optical
tracking systems. For outdoor scenarios, such tracking systems are
rarely available and, instead, RTK GNSS constitutes the main in-
formation source. Our GNSS setup is shown in Figure 6a together
with the corresponding reference frames. We use the GNSS
information of both antennas to compute the pose of the body frame
B of SUPER as outlined in this section. The data set contains the
raw GNSS observations from the left, right, and base antennas as
well as the computed ground truth solution. Two distinct ground
reference solutions are made readily available:
• an inertial‐independent (GNSS‐only) 5 DoF solution, sampled ev-
ery second,
• a GNSS+inertial 6 DoF reference, sampled at 100 Hz. It is ob-
tained by fusing the IMU and GNSS measurements.
We recommend the use of the 5 DoF ground truth solution for
an inertial‐independent evaluation of visual‐inertial algorithms. The 6
DoF ground truth shall be used in the remaining cases, especially for
the evaluation of purely vision‐based algorithms.
The ground truth estimation solves the navigation problem, for
which the position, velocity and attitude of a moving (rigid) body are
determined. The kinematic quantities relate two coordinate systems:
(i) the frame whose motion is described, body frame B ; (ii) the frame
with which that motion is respect to, denoted as topocentric
frame T . This study adopts the conventions recommended for ro-
tation and reference frames from Barfoot (2017). Figure 6a provides
an illustration of the aforementioned navigation frames.
The state estimate is expressed as a discrete‐time state‐space
model. Thus, at the time t, the state is described by








where the position pT and velocity vT are expressed in the topo-
centric frame and the quaternion θ θ≔ ∕ ∕q ucos( 2) + sin( 2), where
u u i u j u k= + +x y z is an unitary axis and θ is a rotation angle, follows
the Hamilton convention and expresses the body‐to‐topocentric
rotation. The estimated state is denoted as x̂t and the corresponding
covariance matrix as P̂t .
The navigation problem is addressed based on a standard mul-
tiplicative (also known as error‐state) extended Kalman filtering
(MEKF) formulation (Markley, 2003), with Figure 6b depicting the
(a) (b)
F IGURE 6 Illustration of the SUPER ground truth computation set‐up and the processing steps for the GNSS‐based precise positioning and
attitude determination. The ground truth computation allows for optional use of the IMU. (a) Geometrical setup with relevant reference frames;
and (b) processing pipeline. EKF, extended Kalman filtering; GNSS, global navigation satellite system; IMU, inertial measuring unit;
RTK, real‐time kinematic [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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estimation workflow. The prediction step is based on a constant‐
velocity, constant‐attitude model for the GNSS‐only solution, while
classical inertial integration is employed as prediction for the GNSS
+IMU solution.
During the GNSS processing stage, the raw code and phase
observations from left and right antennas, along with the base sta-
tion are fed to the open source RTKlib (Takasu & Yasuda, 2009).
First, the RTK module performs a least‐squares (LS) adjustment for
the position solution pT and its covariance matrix ∑p (Teunissen &
Montenbruck, 2017). The Baseline module estimates the inter‐
antenna baseline vector rT and its covariance matrix ∑r . The SD for
horizontal and vertical positioning of such a setup is approximately
2 and 5 cm, respectively, for fixed solutions (Medina et al., 2021). A
fixed solution denotes a position/baseline result for which the esti-
mated integer carrier phase ambiguities are considered valid, which
is generally the case for MADMAX.
The resulting GNSS‐based attitude precision coarsely relates to
the accuracy of the estimated baseline (i.e., the positioning error for
each antenna) compared to the actual antenna baseline (Giorgi et al.,
2012). The SUPER configuration has a baseline length of 1.28 m.
Compared to the estimated baseline length, the attitude precision
results mostly below 0.5° for roll and yaw estimates for our data set.
Generally, the GNSS accuracy is denoted in the corresponding SDs in
the ground truth data.
Since only two GNSS antennas were installed, attitude de-
termination for the GNSS‐only ground truth becomes an ill‐posed
problem. As a result, roll and yaw can be accurately estimated,
while pitch is not observable, thus providing a ground truth in 5 DoF.
We provide the MATLAB code for our two ground truth estimation
approaches together with the data set online.
5 | DATA SET
The focus of our Morocco experiments was to gather relevant
planetary‐analog data for navigation and mapping that offers a
variety, both in the type of the trajectory as well as in the type of the
terrain. An overview of the locations (labeled A–H) is given in
Table 3, alongside with a brief description of the terrain, images of
the scene, and the corresponding plots of the GNSS ground truth
trajectories.
5.1 | Planetary analog location description
MADMAX contains 36 trajectories recorded during eight data ac-
quisition sessions, each in a separate location, in three general areas:
Gara Medouar, also known as Rissani 1 (locations A–C, see Preston
et al., 2012, p. 73, for details), Kess Kess (locations D and E, see
Preston et al., 2012, p. 74) east of the city of Erfoud, and Maadid
(locations F–H) north of Erfoud. All locations are marked in the map
of Figure 2. Table 3 features impressions from SUPER's color camera
that show the geological character of each location.
The Rissani area provides rich geological features for navigation
cameras—rocks, pebbles, and sand patches. The area is featured in the
background of Figure 1. Several landmarks are visible in omnidirectional
cameras, most dominantly the tabletop mountain. The terrain is mostly
traversable for a typical planetary rover with occasional challenges. The
area is generally barren with vegetation visible sparingly. Additionally, it
is the main site of testing for Brinkmann et al. (2019) and one of the
three acquisition sites of Lacroix et al. (2019).
The Kess Kess area consists of a ridge formed by carbonate mounds
(Preston et al., 2012, p. 74) with a wide flat terrain in its vicinity. This site
has previously featured a 4‐week long Mars‐analog mission campaign,
where many scientific experiments were conducted under simulated
Martian surface conditions (Groemer et al., 2014).
Our data from that site is the result of two distinct acquisition
sessions. The first one at the location (D) was realized in front of the
ridge. The area is flat, barren, and has many pebbles providing fea-
tures of high saliency as seen in the top left image of Figure 3. For
omnidirectional cameras, the nearby mound provides a plethora of
landmark features.
Our second Kess Kess data acquisition location (E) is situated
between the mounds of the ridge—see the top right image of
Figure 3. Here, the geological situation is different as a variety of
rocks and stones was present and the landmark richness for omni-
directional cameras was high. In terms of terrain steepness and the
number of rocks, we consider the location to be virtually non-
traversable for planetary rovers of current generation, thus we ex-
ploit the high mobility of SUPER and its carrier to obtain the
navigation data there.
Lastly, the Maadid area hosts three distinct data acquisition
sessions in very different terrain. The first one (F) is captured in a
rather flat location covered with pebbles, easy to traverse for a
planetary rover, as seen in the bottom left image of Figure 3. The
environment for the second session (G) consists of a mixture of
composite rock formations embedded in a sandy area. It comes with
many landmarks for omnidirectional cameras to work with, and a
terrain difficult to traverse for a planetary rover. The third data
acquisition session (H) is situated in an area mostly consisting of sand
dunes—see the bottom right image of Figure 3. These provide low
saliency of corner or line features, thus being challenging for most
visual odometries.
5.2 | Experiment properties
We made sure that all trajectories follow the same recording pro-
cedures, to make the data set more consistent. As outlined in
Section 4.2, all tracks are realized in such a ways that the initial and
final pose are the same—with heading always to the east, and roll and
pitch approximately zero—allowing for at least one loop closure
within each.
All runs which are obtained in one location have mutual identical
starting and end poses, allowing for at least two overlaps between
each pair of tracks for multirun mapping. Furthermore, all
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trajectories are recorded in such way that they overlap on several
additional occasions to allow for combined mapping.
For each experiment, we choose from predefined categories of
trajectories that represent different aspects of navigation. Trajec-
tories of the mapping type aim to cover an area with many overlaps
within one run, trying to allow for dense terrain mapping. Zig‐zag
trajectories also aim at dense mapping of an area. In this case, a
structured grid pattern of motion is used, unlike the unstructured
motions of the mapping trajectories. Long‐range‐navigation runs
cover long distances and are targeted towards evaluating localization
algorithms. We also record trajectories for homing algorithms that
follow one path several times with a minor offset. Finally, exploration
runs combine several of the characteristics of the aforementioned
types in an unstructured manner. The different trajectory types at
each location are listed in Table 3, where the characteristics and
mapping overlap of each run can also be seen in the corresponding
GNSS ground truth overview plots.
The operator was instructed to move at a velocity, which is si-
milar the movement speed of current or future planetary rovers and
to keep this velocity constant. In the data set, the overall average
velocity is at 29 cm/s, while the average velocities of the individual
sequences range between 22 and 48 cm/s. F‐0, with an average ve-
locity of 12 cm/s, is considered as special case.
5.3 | Data set content
We provide sensor data from all sensors listed in Table 1. From the
stereo cameras, we provide the rectified images of the left and right
camera together with the resulting depth image. The color camera image
stream includes rectified images as well. From the omnidirectional
cameras, we provide the raw images. As the upper and bottom omni-
directional cameras show the face and the legs of the human carrier, an
area of ∘60 is blacked out in each image as shown in Figure 5.
All images are named after the respective camera plus the
timestamp of the UNIX time in nanoseconds, and indicate if the
images are rectified, resulting in the following pattern: img_
{rect}_{camera}_{timestamp}.png. We use the common
Portable Network Graphics data type for the images. The time-
stamped IMU data are provided as comma‐separated values (.csv)
files for each experiment. The stereo cameras are synchronized with
the IMU, with the IMU being used to trigger the cameras. The two
omnidirectional cameras provide synchronized image pairs. The
other sensors run independently, however, all of SUPER's sensors
use clock synchronization to provide precise timestamps in the sys-
tem time.
The raw GNSS data from the left, right, and base antennas are
provided as .obs RINEX format (International GNSS Service, 2015)
together with the satellite ephemeris (.nav) text files. The post‐
processed ground truth pose of the SUPER body center from
Section 4.3 is provided in an additional .csv text file as position
vector, rotation in quaternions, a linear velocity vector, together with
the associated SDs and the timestamp in nanoseconds.
The ground truth is provided in two ways, as the GNSS‐only 5
DoF ground truth, and in addition, as the 6 DoF fusion of GNSS and
IMU data. Note that the timestamps of the postprocessed GNSS
measurements are temporally synchronized with the other sensor
data of SUPER. The raw GNSS data is provided in UTC time ac-
cording to the RINEX specification, thus the temporal synchroniza-
tion with the other sensors has to be taken into account. The
temporal offset between GNSS time and the UNIX system time is
listed in the metadata.yaml file for each experiment. Note that
this time offset is different for each day, as SUPER was not con-
nected to clock synchronization servers during the field campaign.
Additionally, the metadata text file lists detailed information for
each experiment, like precise location coordinates of the base sta-
tion, the time stamps of the experiment start, and the start of data
recording, respectively. One key information is the initial pose of
SUPER with respect to the base station, that is, the transformation
from B,start to T .
In addition to the experiment data, we provide calibration data.
This includes the intrinsic and extrinsic camera calibration as
callab_camera_calibration*.txt together with the re-
sulting camera parameters for the rectified images as {camera}
_rect_info.txt. The transformations between the relevant
coordinate frames from Table 2 are provided as well. This is a col-
lection of transforms between a parent and a child frame, given as
position and quaternion‐orientation in .csv files.
The navigation results for ORB‐SLAM2 and VINS‐Mono from
Section 6 are included as well. They are provided in two formats: The
original result data with respect to the camera and IMU frames,
respectively, and the data aligned with the GNSS ground truth. Both
are text files with timestamp, position, and orientation quaternion
for each pose.
Finally, we provide the data set from the SUPER calibration. This
includes raw images from each camera with the calibration pattern
visible, the specification of the calibration pattern dimensions, as well
as the calibration results in a text file.
All data can be freely accessed online at https://rmc.dlr.de/
morocco2018. The website shows details on each experiment loca-
tion and the experiments performed, plus one section for the cali-
bration data. The data is available individually for each experiment,
structured as shown in Figure 7 and is provided in a compressed
format.
5.4 | Issues, challenges, and lessons learned
Operations in extreme environments pose special challenges to the
system, the operators, and the experiments. In our case, several
challenges and technical issues were encountered, which we could
partially account for.
Many recordings contain optical disturbances that make the
data set challenging. One disturbance appeared in particular during
afternoon experiments: lens flares due to a low sun position. Another
disturbance was the strong over or underexposure of image regions
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due to shadows in the field of view. The moving shadow of SUPER
introduces the similar optical features in the recorded images like a
planetary rover. Our analysis concluded that the human carrier did
not introduce any additional undesired shadows into the image that
might disturb navigation algorithms. All of these disturbances were
desired to create challenging scenarios for planetary navigation al-
gorithms as a robustness test. Due to the operator having moved
slowly and exposure times in bright sunlight having been short, no
significant motion blur was observed.
The first issue to mention is the extrinsic calibration of cameras.
Once the field tests had been completed, we evaluated the quality of
the extrinsic stereo camera calibration by comparing the vertical
displacement of sampled features within selected stereo pairs of
each run. It turned out that the last runs of the Morocco campaign,
labeled G runs, experienced a vertical feature offset bigger than 2 px,
which we consider a sign of decalibration. As a result, the computed
depth images for these runs are less accurate and contain several
invalid regions. Furthermore, the accuracy of camera to IMU cali-
bration is degraded in these runs. The cause for this calibration error
is most likely an unexpected mechanical load during transport to the
experiment site. Nevertheless, we publish the G runs so that the data
can be used to test the robustness of algorithms against extrinsic
decalibration. Indeed, the Section 6 shows that VINS‐Mono and
ORB‐SLAM2 obtain accurate navigation results for the G runs. All
other runs turned out to have accurate calibration. For future field
tests, we recommend calibrating cameras, and IMU‐to‐camera, on a
daily basis to ensure high data quality.
Throughout the field test, we experienced network problems
that specifically affected the stereo cameras connected via gigabit
Ethernet (GigE vision®). As a result, several frame drops occurred.
These frame drops usually lasted for one to four consecutive frames
(up to a quarter of a second) and seldom reached half a second, that
is, up to eight consecutive missing frames. Our analysis shows that
this still accounts for an inter‐frame overlap of 80%–90% and
70%–80%, respectively.
Most runs experience frame drops of only 5%–10% of the
overall frame count. However, the F runs are strongly affected with a
loss of 15%–19%. We attribute the issue to the network hardware
used in SUPER, which was chosen due to its lightweight design.
Reconfiguring the network settings made the issue less prominent,
but the general problem still prevailed. Generally, no direct corre-
lation was found between the number of frame drops and poor na-
vigation results, which we discuss in Section 6 in detail. The
individual losses per run are listed together with the data. To over-
come frame drops in the future, a more robust network setting has to
be considered, even though this would require more heavyweight
components to be used.
Finally, our GNSS solution lost precision in its measurements
occasionally (we consider position measurements with a SD of more
than 0.06m to be imprecise) for two reasons:
• The RTK GNSS quality depends significantly on having a precise
geo‐reference solution of the base station. During the G and H
runs, we recorded the base station GNSS data for intervals that
were too short to obtain a sufficiently precise GNSS base station
solution, thus leading to poorer accuracy in the corresponding
pose estimation of SUPER. For future experiments, a prolonged
data recording for the GNSS base station should be considered in
the experiment schedule.
• During some experiment runs, the SUPER antennas lost the sig-
nals of several GNSS satellites for a few seconds. On such occa-
sions, the precision was usually good enough to provide a
satisfactory position estimate, but the orientation suffered
significantly.
The GNSS inaccuracies occurred in 11% of all measurement
points, not counting the runs B7, C2, and F0, which were more
strongly affected with rates exceeding 40%. The accuracy of the
measurements is represented in the GNSS pose estimate SD for each
timestamp. Any algorithm or any evaluation that also considers the
associated uncertainties should not be affected by this issue.
6 | EVALUATION WITH STATE ‐OF ‐THE‐
ART NAVIGATION ALGORITHMS
We evaluated the data set using two state‐of‐the‐art SLAM‐based
navigation algorithms. The algorithms provide us with a 6D‐pose of
the SUPER system, which is subsequently compared with the GNSS
ground truth. The motivation is to provide the navigation results and
insights as a baseline against which other algorithms can be com-
pared, and we invite interested researchers to do so.
6.1 | VINS‐mono and ORB‐SLAM2 SLAM setup
Among the different motion estimation algorithms, visual odometry
(VO) and SLAM are the processes of concurrently estimating the
F IGURE 7 Example structure of the available data for an
experiment from Location M with Run ID N. The data are provided in
a compressed format
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map of the environment as well as the robot pose (position and
orientation) from a stream of images. VO incrementally estimates the
path of the camera/robot focusing mainly on local consistency,
whereas SLAM obtains a globally consistent estimation of the cam-
era/robot trajectory and map by recognizing previously mapped
areas (loop closure). The extensive navigation sequences covered by
MADMAX containing numerous loop closure opportunities are sui-
table for testing both VO and SLAM algorithms.
VO and SLAM can work with just a single monocular camera.
The cameras allow robust and accurate place recognition, and thanks
to their small size, low cost, and easy hardware setup they are of
great interest in the robotics community. However, there is a list of
drawbacks limiting the use of monocular cameras in real‐world ro-
botic applications. Monocular vision‐only systems cannot recover the
metric scale of the scene, they also suffer from scale drift, and pure
rotation movements cause VO systems to fail during exploration. In
addition, the initial map required for system bootstrapping cannot be
obtained from the first frame, so multiview or additional sensors are
required to produce it. A wide variety of state‐of‐the‐art techniques
is available to address these problems, especially in the field of
sensor fusion. Two common VO/SLAM configurations that overcome
the challenges while also taking advantage of the features offered by
MADMAX are: stereo and visual inertial.
The scene structure can be reliably obtained with stereo cam-
eras through static triangulation with depths within a range of ~40
times the stereo baseline (Mur‐Artal & Tardós, 2017), that is, 3.6 m
for our case. The possibility of having the structure of the scene
instantly yields a true‐scale SLAM solution, solving among other
problems the procedure of initialization from unknown initial states.
A monocular VINS consists of a camera and an IMU. One ad-
vantage of this setup is to observe the metric scale, as well as directly
measuring roll and pitch angles. To estimate a valid scale, the robot
has to experience a nonconstant acceleration, which is the case for
most moving robots. Furthermore, cameras allow for accurate as-
sessment of slow movements, whereas IMUs are well suited for
observing of fast movements and rotation. In practice, an IMU is a
valuable complement to the visual data, since compared to cameras,
these sensors are independent of the environment; their high‐rate
values are also cheap to process and have an accurate probabilistic
model with little to no outliers.
SLAM approaches are used to counteract the long‐term drift in
the translation and orientation that can strongly affect the visual
odometry navigation. SLAM systems can detect online when the
rover returns to a mapped area (place recognition and loop closure
modules) and correct the drift accumulated in the exploration (graph
optimization and/or bundle adjustment). The relocalization of the
camera after a tracking failure (due to lighting changes, aggressive
movement or lack of a textured scene) produces a very robust and
zero‐drift tracking method. For all these reasons, the place re-
cognition and pose‐graph optimization are key modules that play an
important role to operate in large environments as it is the case for
MADMAX.
As we mention above, we test MADMAX with two different
state‐of‐the‐art SLAM baselines: ORB‐SLAM2 (Mur‐Artal & Tardós,
2017) and VINS‐Mono (Qin et al., 2018). ORB‐SLAM2 for stereo
cameras is built on monocular feature‐based ORB‐SLAM (Mur‐Artal
et al., 2015), a complete system for monocular cameras, including
map reuse, loop closing, and relocalization capabilities. VINS‐Mono is
a tightly coupled monocular visual inertial odometry that fuses IMU
measurements and feature observations. Both systems work in real
time on standard CPUs in a extensive variety of environments from
small hand‐held sequences, to ground robots and drones. An open‐
source system integration is available for both algorithms and their
performances have been validated on public data sets and real‐world
experiments.
6.2 | Evaluation results
MADMAX is a large‐scale data set that provides suitable sequences
to test stability and long‐term use of SLAM. Notice that results and
evaluation shown in this section do not aim to compare performance
specifically between ORB‐SLAM2 and VINS‐Mono but to evaluate
general differences between stereo and visual inertial setups using
the selected algorithms as respective examples. Their performance is
also used to show the opportunities provided by the data set in the
sense of navigation algorithm testing. Additionally, the evaluation
aims to provide a navigation baseline for the respective category,
which can be used to benchmark other algorithms. The SLAM algo-
rithms compute 6D‐poses for every frame of the sequences that we
compare with the GNSS ground truth. Next, we will list the details of
our evaluation:
• Both systems have been tested using half‐resolution images from
the monochrome cameras to achieve real‐time performance using
our institute computers (Intel Xeon E5‐1630, 3.70 GHz, 16 GB
RAM, CPU‐only computation).
• We initialize VINS‐Mono with an estimation of the extrinsic cali-
bration parameters from the initial calibration and let the system
refine them online.
• The association with the GNSS data has been performed by only
considering GNSS measurement points with a SD lower
than 0.06m.
• For evaluation, we use the absolute trajectory error (ATE) and the
relative pose error (RPE), as proposed by Sturm et al. (2012).
• We consider the fully optimized trajectories that use all data
available at the end of each run.
• We use ORB‐SLAM2 and VINS‐Mono with loop closing and re-
localization capabilities enabled for each individual sequence, but
without map reuse between the runs.
The ATE calculates the root‐mean square error (RMSE) of all
global positions pt along the frames of the estimated trajectory with
respect to the GNSS ground truth correspondences p̃t, after both
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curves have been aligned using the method from Horn (1987). The
resulting error at timestep t is
∥ − ∥p pATE = ˜t t t (2)
and the overall ATE is






for a total of N trajectory segments.
The RPE computes the RMSE of the difference of traveled dis-
tances between the estimated trajectory and the ground truth. The
traveled distance between two frames separated temporally by Δt is
defined as ∣∣ − ∣∣Δp pd =t t t t+ and the resulting RPE as






where we choose Δt = 1 s. The step‐wise RPE is therefore
∥ − ∥d dRPE = ˜ .t t t (5)
Note that while on the one hand, ATE computes the absolute dif-
ference between the two trajectories in meters, RPE evaluates the
average pose drift in meters per second.
Since, on occasion, one of the SLAM approaches may not be
capable of calculating the complete trajectories, for a fair compar-
ison, we use these metrics just when at least 75% of the trajectory
traveled distance has been accomplished successfully. The exemplary
results for four trajectories of SUPER computed by ORB‐SLAM2 and
VINS‐Mono are illustrated in Figure 8 together with the GNSS
ground truth.
6.2.1 | Navigation robustness
To evaluate the navigation robustness, the estimated percentage of
accomplished trajectories is shown in Figure 9 for each sequence. It
can be seen how the visual inertial navigation is more robust than
stereo since it finishes most of the sequences, a significantly greater
number than ORB‐SLAM2. It turned out that the frame drops in the
recordings, as mentioned in Section 5.4, do not have a direct cor-
relation with the navigation robustness of the algorithms. This is
shown, for example, by the run F2 (also shown in Figure 8), which has
one of the highest frame drop rates at 19% but VINS‐Mono and
ORB‐SLAM2 complete the full trajectory with a very low error. It is
due to the fact that the inter‐frame overlap of 70%–90% at such
frame drop occurrences is sufficient for a continuous tracking for
both algorithms.
On the other hand, both algorithms fail to navigate with A6, a run
that has only a 5% rate of frame drops, as well as only a small number of
consecutive dropped frames (3–4 dropped frames in a row). It turned out
that critical events, that is, the combination of a low inter‐frame overlap of
70%–90% (e.g., due to frame drops) together with other disturbances can
cause tracking and relocation failures.
Such disturbances are the change of the exposure time, over and
underexposure of parts of the image, lens flares, back light, or the
F IGURE 8 Sample results of the navigation: The performance of ORB‐SLAM2 and VINS‐Mono with respect to the GNSS is shown for four
experiments. Ideal results (F2), ORB‐SLAM2 loses track but relocates after recognizing a previously visited area (D2), successful
navigation of both algorithms with the extrinsic decalibration (G0), and loss of ORB‐SLAM2 tracking (F3) are shown. GNSS,
global navigation satellite system [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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moving shadow of SUPER. Since both algorithms are feature‐based
approaches, they deal with purely visual noise in a similar way. In our
case, it turned out that ORB‐SLAM2 normally overcomes dis-
turbances when the overlap between consecutive frames is greater
than ~80%. Values below that threshold in combination with chal-
lenging visual conditions cause tracking and relocation failures. As
might be expected, VINS‐Mono is more robust against tracking
failures produced by visual effects. Since the higher IMU measure-
ment rate allows for a continuous pose update between two con-
secutive camera frames, VINS‐Mono is able to bridge the gaps and
therefore keep the functioning of the tracking thread intact.
In general, these critical events can occur at any time during a
sequence, thus explaining the seemingly arbitrary difference in
completed trajectory length for each experiment. Also note that the
runs A3–A6 were recorded in the late afternoon (around 4 pm in
December) with cameras facing the direction of the setting sun. Thus,
being recorded under more challenging illumination conditions is
reflected in the poor navigation outcomes in terms of the trajectory
completion percentage. Sequences F3 and D2 in Figure 8 show the
case of loss of tracking for ORB‐SLAM2, where relocation succeeds
for the D2 run and fails for the F3 run.
6.2.2 | Navigation accuracy
Leaving aside the fact that the visual inertial algorithm manages to
complete more sequences than its stereo‐based counterpart, it also
performs slightly better in terms of ATE accuracy, as shown in
Figure 10. Evaluating the 16 sequences in which both algorithms reach
more than 75% completion, VINS‐mono outperforms ORB‐SLAM2 in
10 sequences, whereas ORB‐SLAM2 performs better in six runs.
Nevertheless, ATEs for both systems are within the same range.
F IGURE 9 Percentage of each trajectory completed by ORB‐SLAM2 and VINS‐Mono. Only navigation results with more than 75%
completion (red line) are considered in the error analysis [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
F IGURE 10 Distribution of the step‐wise ATE of ORB‐SLAM2 and VINS‐Mono for each experiment. Only navigation results with a
completion of the trajectory of at least 75% are considered. The whiskers on each vertical bar denote the minimum and maximum values of the
error distribution for each run. The box denotes the first and third quartile of the data with the median as the dividing line in‐between.
ATE, absolute trajectory error [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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On the other hand, ORB‐SLAM2 outperforms VINS‐mono in 15 out of
the 16 sequences in terms of RPE as shown in Figure 11. Generally, it
can be said that both algorithms provide accurate navigation results
with minor differences with respect to ATE and RPE accuracy.
We compare the performance of ORB‐SLAM2 and VINS‐Mono
in MADMAX with respect to the EuRoC data set (Burri et al., 2016).
The EuRoC data set contains sequences recorded by a MAV flying
around different indoor environments, and both ORB‐SLAM2 and
VINS‐Mono authors provide testing values from the resulting ATE
for their systems. To remove the effect of different trajectory lengths
on the resulting alignment error between EuRoC and MADMAX, we
compute the median of the ATEs normalized with the length of each
sequence in Table 4. The accuracy of EuRoC and MADMAX in terms
of ATE lies at similar levels.
Nevertheless, a degradation in performance occurs from EuRoC
to MADMAX that cannot be attributed to longer trajectories. There
are several potential explanations for this, for example, the chal-
lenging visual content of the sequences or the different quality of the
sensor calibration.
Nevertheless, the resulting navigation results of both algorithms
can be considered as accurate, see for example, the trajectories of
run F2, which is shown in the Figure 8. Until tracking is lost,
ORB‐SLAM2 also provides accurate navigation results for the
sequences F3 and D2 (Figure 8). The same figure also shows the G0
run, which is one of the three runs with extrinsic decalibration. It is
clear that both algorithms cope with such decalibration and provide
reliable navigation results. Apart from the obvious advantages of
visual inertial SLAM versus stereo SLAM in terms of robustness for
outdoor environments with long‐term trajectories, we have not been
able to observe any major differences between the two state‐of‐the‐
art SLAM pipelines.
6.3 | Comparison of hand‐held and rover‐based
navigation
Finally, we investigate how representative the hand‐held data is for
planetary rover navigation, answering the question of whether
human‐induced motions negatively affect the navigation algorithms.
We take seven navigation sequences that were obtained by the
rover‐mounted SUPER unit and test these using ORB‐SLAM2 and
VINS‐mono. We apply identical evaluation methods to those in
Section 6.2. Note that these data belong to the InFuse project (Post
et al., 2018) and are therefore not included in MADMAX.
The seven sequences are 26–54m in length. The trajectories are
mostly straight drives combined with wide curves and took place in,
and close to, the area of the C runs. Therefore, both MADMAX and
these seven rover based sequences experience close to identical
environmental conditions. The average velocity of the rover‐
mounted SUPER is 12 cm/s, about a third of the velocity of the hand‐
held navigation (at 29 cm/s). The position of the stereo cameras is
approximately 0.80m above the ground.
The main difference in both data sets is therefore the different
type of movement, where the human‐induced motions may influence
the navigation in a negative way. Recall that we experienced no
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
F IGURE 11 Distribution of the step‐wise RPE of ORB‐SLAM2 and VINS‐Mono for each experiment. Only navigation results with a
completion of the trajectory of at least 75% are considered. The whiskers on each vertical bar denote the minimum and maximum values of the
error distribution for each run. The box denotes the first and third quartile of the data with the median as the dividing line in‐between.
RPE, relative pose error [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
TABLE 4 Normalized absolute trajectory error (%)
VINS‐Mono ORB‐SLAM2 ~ Length (m)
EuRoC 0.16 0.27 80
MADMAX 0.27 0.35 175
Note: Comparison of the navigation performance of the EuRoC data set
and MADMAX.
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motion blur in neither of the two data sets, thus limiting the differ-
ence solely to the type of motion.
We make the claim that MADMAX can be considered a re-
presentative data set for rover navigation if the ATE and RPE of the
experiments match the errors of the rover‐mounted SUPER experi-
ments. We consider the C runs and the D‐0 to D‐2 runs for a com-
parison, as these were obtained in the same location or feature
similar types of trajectories, respectively. Recall, that the RPE de-
pends on the experiment velocity, as it is the distance error per time
as stated in (5). We therefore expect it to be lower by a factor of
three for the rover‐bound experiments.
Regarding the rover‐based navigation, ORB‐SLAM2 completes six
sequences, except for run 3, whereas VINS‐mono completes all seven
runs. Figure 12 shows the respectiv navigation results in terms of ATE
and RPE. Indeed, the ATE lies in the same range as the comparable runs
fromMADMAX, generally around 0.5 m with peaks at 2–3m. The RPE is
approximately one‐third compared to the hand‐held runs, which is ex-
pected owing to the three‐fold difference in velocity. We therefore
conclude that motions from the human‐based transportation do not
negatively influence the navigation. This indicates that MADMAX con-
sists of representative planetary rover navigation data, supporting our
case in favor of hand‐held field testing.
7 | CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a field testing approach for planetary
robotics navigation and mapping algorithms and test data recording
that fills the gap between laboratory tests and complex, full‐rover‐
system field tests. To do this, we deployed a compact hand‐held
sensoric abstraction of a planetary rover—SUPER—in a Mars‐analog
environment in the northern Sahara in Morocco. The result of the
field test is the comprehensive Mars‐analog VINS data set MADMAX
that we make publicly available.
This data set includes recordings of monochrome stereo cameras, a
color camera, two omnidirectional cameras in a vertical stereo setup, and
an IMU. The experiments took place in several distinctive locations, and
we outlined the variety and character of the different experiments. We
discussed several operational aspects that turned out to be crucial for a
successful data set recording, such as the ground truth computation of
position and orientation from the GNSS data, procedures for data re-
cording, and the calibration of five different cameras relative to each
other, including the two omnidirectional cameras.
Finally, we showed that the recorded data can be used for na-
vigation by applying the state‐of‐the‐art algorithms ORB‐SLAM2 and
VINS‐Mono. We evaluated their performance for this planetary‐
analog setting, showed their mostly high accuracy, but also revealed
corner cases were these algorithms fail. We compare the perfor-
mance of the algorithms to a rover‐based data set and show that our
hand‐held approach does not negatively influence the accuracy of
the state of the art.
It became apparent that MADMAX is a challenging data set for
planetary navigation which can be used as robustness test and per-
formance reference for new navigation approaches. We make the
data publicly available and provide detailed information about it to
facilitate the use of the recordings.
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